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Let G be a finitely presented group given by its pre-abelian presentation 
(X ,...., x,; x;‘(; I,“., xZC,,d+ ,I..‘), 
where e,zO for i= I , . . . , m and C” E G’ for i B 1. Let N be the subgroup of G generated by the 
normal subgroups [$,G] for i= 1. . . . . m. Then D ,,+2(G)=yn+2(G)(modNG”) for all nr0, 
where G” is the second commutator subgroup of G,y .+*(G) is the (n+Z)th term of the lower 
central series of G and D,+2(G)=Gn(l +A ““(G)) is the (n + 2)th dimension subgroup of G. 
1. Introduction 
Let ZG be the integral group ring of a group G and let d(G) = Ker(& : ZG+Z) 
be the augmentation ideal of ZG. For each nl 1, D,(G) = {gc G (g- 1 CA*(G)) = 
G fl (1 + d”(G)) is a normal subgroup of G called the nth dimension subgroup of G. 
It is easily seen that D,(G) contains y,(G), the nth term of the lower central series of 
G. The dimension subgroup problem consists in deciding, for a given group G and a 
given n 12, whether or not D,(G) = y,(G). For a detailed account of this important 
problem we refer the reader to Passi [4]. Rips [5] has exhibited a finite 2-group G for 
which D,(G) # y4(G). In particular, there exist finitely generated metabelian groups 
for which the dimension subgroup problem has the negative answer. In this paper 
we restrict ourselves to metabelian groups in general and prove that for a fairly large 
class of metabelian groups the dimension subgroup problem has the affirmative 
answer. More specifically, we prove that if G is a finitely generated metabelian 
group given by the presentation 
(X 1, *a* ,x,; Xx, ,... ,Xzx*,~m+,r...)r 
where eizO for i= 1, . . . . m and cj E G’ for j L 1, then D,(G) = y,(G) (mod N) for all 
n 2 1, where N= sgp([xTr, G], . . . , [x$,“, G]} (Theorem B). In particular, if N= { 1) 
then D,(G) = y,(G). Such groups, for instance, include: metabelian free products of 
cyclic groups; relatively free groups of any metabelian variety (e.g. free metabelian 
groups of prime power exponent); metabelian groups with only commutator 
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relations and the dihedral groups of order divisible by 4. Our proof is based on a 
reduction carried in the free group ring ZF. Some of the results in free group rings 
are of independent interest. 
2. Preliminary results 
Let ZA be the integral group ring of a free abelian group A freely generated by 
al, . . . ,a, and let d(A) be its augmentation ideal. Let (et, . . . , e,) be an m-tuple of 
non-negative integers. For each i E { 1, . . . , m}, define 
d;(A)=ideal=, {a?- I} (1) 
(note that A i(A) = 0 if ei = 0). 
For each n 11, modulo A*+‘(A), every element of Ai can be written (not 
necessarily uniquely) as a Z-linear sum of elements of the form 
(a?- I)(a, - 1)” --- (a, - l)fm, (2) 
where ti20 with tt+--- +t,~n-l.Foreachi~{l,...,m},define 
if ei=O, 
idealzA {l+ai+***+#-‘} ifeirl. 
(3) 
We now prove: 
Lemma 1. LetO#tuZA. If, forsomei~{1,...,m} andnll, (ai-l)ucdI(A)+ 
~~~+d,(A)+d”+‘(A), then u~d,(A)+...+dt(A)+...+~~(~)+d”(A). 
PrOOf. Let (ai - 1)U = Ur + *--+u,+u, where UjEdj(A) and u~d”+‘(A). Since 
AR + t(A) and each of the ideals dj(A) are invariant under the homomorphism given 
by: ai-* 1, aj+aj for i +i, we may, without loss of generality, assume that ai- 1 
divides u and each of uI, . . . , u,. 
If Uif 0 then, by (2) and (3) 
(a? - l)(a, - 1)” -.- (a, - l)‘m 
=(ai-1)(1+ai+...+a~-‘)(a~-1)r1...(a,-l)’mE(aj-l)df(A); 
if uj#O,j#i, then tirl and 
(a? - l)(al - 1)” -me (a, - l)‘m 
= (ai - l)(ay - l)(at - 1)” **a (ai - l)‘l-’ *** (a,- l)‘mE (ai - l)dj(A); 
if u # 0, then 
uz(ai- 1)~’ with u’EA”(A). 
Thus u~d,(A)+-.-+d.?(A)+---+d,(A)+d”(A) as required. 
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Our commutator notation is: [x, y) =xyx-*y-l, [x, y,z] = [[x, y], z], ,v.“= yxy-*. The 
next lemma is a consequence of the Jacobi identity 
k Y, 21 [Y, z, xl [z. 4 Yl = 1 (4) 
for metabelian groups. 
Lemma 2. Let F be a free group on x1, . . . , x, and let w E F’, the commutator sub- 
group of F. Module F”, w can be written as 
ws JI, [xi9xjlp’j9 (3 
where pg = pu(xi, . . . ,x,) E Z(F/F’). 
(Note that pu does not involve xl, . . . ,xi_, for ir2.) 
Proof. Modulo F”, we can clearly write w as 
wE ,~i~5mIXi~xjlq’~ 
where qii = qii(x,, . . . , x,) E Z(F/F’). However, for k< i, 
[Xi*XjY’= Ixk, [Xi~Xjll[Xi~Xjl 
E [Xk, Xj, Xi] -‘[Xk, Xi,Xj] [Xi, xj](f”‘) 
z [Xk, Xj]‘“’ - ‘)[Xk,Xi](’ -Xj’[xi,xj](F”), 
and the proof follows. 
Remark. Using the faithful matrix representation of F/F” due to Magnus [2] it can 
be shown that the representation (5) of WEF’ is, in fact, unique. 
Let F be a free group freely generated by x1, . . . ,x, and let (e,, . . . ,e,) be an m- 
tuple of non-negative integers. Let S, S* be normal subgroups of F defined by 
S=sgp{x;‘, . . ..x$.F} (6) 
and 
S* = sgp { [xf’, F], . . . , [xim, F], F”}. 
Our principal result of this section is the following lemma. 
(7) 
Lemma 3. Let S,S* be as defined by (6) and (7). Then 
Fn(1 +d(F)d(S)+d”+2(F))~S*y,+2(F) 
for all n 10, where d(F) = ZF(F- 1) and d(S) = ZF(S - 1) are the augmentation 
ideals. 
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Proof. Let w E F such that w - 1 E A (F)A (S) + An + *(F). Then w - 1 E d*(F) and we 
have w E F’. By Lemma 2, 
WE,5,g5m ~xi~xjlpli(F")~ (8) 
where Pij E ZF and involves only Xi, . . . ,x,. Now, w - 1 EA(F)A(S) +A”+*(F) im- 
plies 
,~,~,6m([Xi,Xjl-l)P~E~(F)~(S)+~“+2(F) 
where & is obained from pij upon replacing each Xk by xi*. Since 
[X~~Xj]-l~((Xi-1)(Xj-l)-(Xj-l)(X~-1))X~~’X~~’~ 
it follows that 
Or, equivalently, 
EA(F)A(S)+A”+*(F). 
Since d(F) is a free ZF-module with basis {(x1 - l), . . . , (x,,, - 1)) (see, for instance, 
[ 1, Proposition 1, Chapter 3]), it follows that 
&+Q~EZFA(S)+A”+‘(F) (9) 
for each k= l,...,m, where 
k-l 
and 
Ak=(-I) C (Xi- l)X”X~‘~& 
i=l 
(note that 1, =O=@,). In (9) setting x1 = 1, . . ..x~_] = 1 shows that @kcZFA(S)+ 
A”+ l(F). Substituting back in (9) yields 
&EZFd(S)+d”+‘(F), (10) 
for all k=2, . . ..m. 
SiIlCe pik does not involve X1, . . . , xi_, for i L 2, it follows from (10) and the defini- 
tionof~kthatfOriE{k-l,...,l}, 
(Xi-l)X;'Xk'PikEZFd(S)+d"+'(F) 
(by iteration), and in turn 
(Xi- f)PikE ZFA(S) + A”+‘(F) 
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since ZFA(F’) I ZFA(S). In other words, we have shown that, for all 1 si <j I m, 
(xi- l)fl,~ZFd(S)+d”+‘(F). (11) 
NOW, with ZA z Z(F/F’) z ZF/ZFA(F’), an application of Lemma 1 shows that 
&St*(X:‘- l)+...+z,(l +x;+ . ..+xpl_‘)+ . ..+t.(xZ- 1) 
+ z (mod ZFA (F’)), 
where Z&E ZF, E E A”(F), zi = 0 if i = 0. Thus 
[X,Xj]WS ~~i[x;,xj]4(~~~~-‘)[xi,xj]“‘( . l+x;‘+~~~+x;~s-‘~)[x~,xj]z 
= ;, [xi? [Xi, xJ~“[x;,Xp( 
q I +X;‘+...+X;@i-‘)) crnod Y,+2(F)F”) 
E [xi,Xj]zr(l +x,7’ + ... +x,-“I- ‘9 
(mod S *yn + 2(F)) 
E [x,3, xj] -xi& 
= 1 (mod S*Y,,+~(F)). 
It follows, by (8), that WAS *Y”+~(F). 
As a corollary to Lemma 3 we have the following result of independent interest. 
Theorem A. Fn (I+ A (F)A (F’) + A n+2(F)) = F”y, + z(F). 
3. The main result 
Let G be a finitely generated group given by a presentation 
1-R-F-G-1. 
Then, in terms of the free group ring ZF, the dimension subgroup problem for G 
corresponds to deciding whether or not Fn(1 + ZFA(R) + An+2(F)) = RY,,+~(F). 
Now, ZFA(R) = (R - 1) + A (F)A(R) implies that if W- 1 E ZFA(R) + A”+2(F) then 
for some rER, nv- 1 eA(F)A(R)+A n+2(F). This yields the following lemma. 
Lemma4. Fn(1 +ZFA(R)+A”+2(F))=Ry,+2(F)ifandon/yifFn(1+A(F)A(R)+ 
A”+2(F))~R~n+2(F). 
Every finitely presented group G admits a pre-abelian presentation of the form 
G= (XI, . ..rx.;xT’r,,...,xBmrm,rm+,,...) (12) 
where Olei divides ei+l for i=l,..., m and cj E G’ for j L 1 (see, for instance, [3, 
p. 1491). 
Our principal result of this paper is the following theorem. 
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Theorem B. Let G be a group given by the presentation (12) and let 
N=sgp{[x:‘,G], . . . . [x$,GG]}. 
Then D n+2(G)=~n+z(G) (mod NG”)for all nz0. 
Proof. Let F be the free group on xl, . . . ,x,,,. Then Gz F/R, where RIS by (6). In 
terms of the free group ring ZF, the proof consists in showing that 
Fr-)(l +ZFd(R)+d”+2(F))~RS*yn+2(F), 
where S* is given by (7). 
Indeed, 
W- 1 EZFA(R)+A”+~(F) 
implies that 
rw- 1 EA(F)A(R)+A”+~(F) 
for some rE R (by Lemma 4). 
This yields, in turn, 
rw- 1 Ed(F)d(S)+dnC2(F) (since d(R)zzd(S)); 
rw E S*Y~+~(F) (by Lemma 3); 
WERS*Y,,+Z(F). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Since { 1) = [XF(i, G] = [x?, G] (mod ys(G)), it follows that NC”5 p3(G). This yields 
the following well-known result. 
Corollary C. For any group G, D3(G) = y3(G). 
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